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Sunpatiens® 
Compact Blush 
Pink 
 

Sunpatiens®  Compact Blush Pink' is a 
dense, mound-forming, well-branched 
perennial, usually grown as an annual, 
boasting masses of large, bright pink 
flowers, up to 2 in. across (5 cm), from 
late spring to the first frosts. 
 
Exposure:   Full Sun, Partial Sun,  
Shade 
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Sunpatiens®  
Compact Neon 
Pink 
 

SUNPATIENS® Compact Neon Pink is 
bright pink with an iridescent purple 
shine that almost glows in the garden. 
The thick, dark green leaves are the 
answer to why these typically shade 
plants can tolerate the sun and humid 
conditions. Like any New 
Guinea Impatiens,  
 
SUNPATIENS® Compact Neon 
Pink prefers a moist location. 
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Sunpatiens®  
Compact Pink 
 

Tolerates all weather, from Spring 
through hard frost. 
 
Unique varieties love sun, as well as 
shade. 
 
Compact series is bred for small pot  
production and is resistant to disease. 
 
Exceptional outdoor performance. 
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Sunpatiens®  
Compact Royal 
Magenta 
 

Mounds of colorful flowers 
Deadheading Not Necessary 
 
Mature Size      30" X 20" 
Height                 16 - 30" 
Spread                14 - 20" 
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Sunpatiens®  
Compact  White 
 

Impatiens 'Sunpatiens® Compact 
White' is a dense, mound-forming, 
well-branched perennial, usually grown 
as an annual, boasting masses of 
large, pure white Flowers, up to 2 in. 
across (5 cm), from late spring to the 
first frosts. Blooming freely all season, 
the blossoms contrast nicely against 
the foliage of long, dark green leaves. 
This compact and prolific New Guinea 
Impatiens enjoys an exceptional 
outdoor performance across three 
seasons and tolerates all weather. 
Heat and humidity tolerant, it is 
disease resistant and incredibly 
versatile.  
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Impatiens 
Bounce™ Red 
 

Traditional New Guinea impatiens are 
easily grown in evenly moist, 
organically rich, well-drained soils in 
part shade. Morning sun with afternoon 
shade is best. Tolerates full shade. 
Needs protection from full sun, 
particularly in climates with hot and 
humid summers. Plants perform well in 
raised beds where soil is well aerated. 
Pinch back stems of young plants to 
encourage branching and/or compact 
growth. Sheer plants in mid-summer 
that become leggy.  

 


